March 14, 2011 Steve Quayle
A very worried trucker, spent time in relating to me his account of delivering a
tractor trailer load of food to a Chinese military camp 60 miles south of
Laredo, Texas. When I questioned him this is what he stated.
The camp is 2 miles wide by 3 miles long. There are 10,000 armored vehicles.
It blew my mind! I asked him how he calculated the number of armored
vehicles and he said he had time to physically count the rows of armored
vehicles as the Chinese soldiers unloaded his trailer.
He further stated that each armored vehicle could hold between 8-10 men. He
went on to relate that he was escorted into Mexico from Texas by Mexican
Federal Police so that the truck wouldn't be hijacked by bandits. He stated that
living quarters were shipping containers modified to accommodate the
soldiers and were positioned neatly in rows. Water tanks, generators and
communications complex, a full military base was operational and in place.
It should be obvious that this contingency of Mexican pre-positioned Chinese
troops and the Chinese troops pre-positioned in Canada are ready to roll
North and South when given the command to do so. Under the UN Security
Council mandates it doesn't take much to analyze their purpose.
Maybe it was a Freudian slip when the President of the United States stated "it
would be easier to be the President of China". Kind of looks like he may get his
chance! Before dismissing this eyewitness account I suggest every believing
follower of Jesus seek him in prayer for discernment and guidance! We are out
of time!

Steve,
I have been a regular visitor to your site, and reader of the articles you post
for many years. Many of the prophetic visions that people reveal to you have
greatly impacted me, but the vision Brother Bob received and revealed to
you brought me chills and tears.
Steve, I can’t reveal any specific information about myself, but just to give you

a bit of background about myself, I will tell you that I am highly trained in
military combatives, and tactical hand-to-hand combat. I have trained and
trained with SEAL teams, other acknowledged military special forces units,
and also officially unacknowledged black ops teams. I have been engaged in a
wide variety of martial arts training for about 25 years, and I’m an expert in
hand-to-hand combat, edged and improvised weapons, and close quarters
combat tactics. I honestly cannot tell you some of the things I have been told
by the men I have worked and trained with, but I can tell you that some of it is
quite chilling (and you and Hawk are right on the money about many things).
However, Brother Bob’s email moved me as nothing ever before has.
Steve I honestly say to you, as honestly and truly, and as much in GOD’s name
as it can be said...I myself had a dream that was so frighteningly similar
(the martial law section of the dream, at least) I thought I was reading
about my own dream (save for the parts involving him specifically being
tortured for being a man of GOD). My dream also began with me floating out
over the Pacific and seeing things unfold from an almost 3rd person
perspective. I saw the attack on the US begin by Chinese troops, who
were being supported by what appeared to be North Korean troop units.
Further, I saw strategic nuke strikes on Seattle, LA, and fair number of
other Western and Mid-Western US cities (I also think that D.C. and other
Eastern US cities suffered strategic nuke assault as well).
I then entered into my own body in the Eastern half of the US, and the enemy
troops attacking here appeared to be Russian troops (led by GRU/Spetznatz
special forces units), and the Russians were being supported by Central
and/or Eastern European troops (could these have been the German troops
Brother Bob saw?), and Latin American troops that I think were Venezuelan,
but may have been Cuban, or a mix of the two. The Russian special forces
were a mix of sleeper units, and strategic strike teams that came up through
Florida after staging in Cuba/Venezuela, and down through Canada.
A mix of Russian and Chinese troops came up and across the Mexican border,
and fanned out very precisely into the regions they’d been pre-designated to
attack. In the Eastern half of the US the Russian Special forces units, that I’ve
come to refer to as shock troops carried out the EXACT SAME tortures as
those Brother Bob saw the Asian troops carrying out. This was horrific.
They did this specifically to shock their captives into not fighting back, and to

make sure rumors of their brutality spread to other parts of the nation and
thereby began to break any potential resistance US citizens would put up.
Those of us that escape to the mountains as soon as the attacks begin have a
chance to survive. Not sure why (maybe the Russian still have a bad taste
from what happened to them in Afghanistan in the 70’s and 8o’s), but they
don’t follow anyone into the mountains...at least not initially.
This attack was ordered by the UN.
The timing was as the US economy further collapses, and the US loses it’s
place as the premier economic and military entity on the planet (our troops
are spread way too thin because we’re engaged in way too many
military/political entanglements at the same time) and riots and such begin in
this nation. The US declares martial law to try to keep the populace under
control. The red, blue, etc., list protocols are activated, and the National Guard
and select US troop units (which I now know to be the select North-Com units)
begin rounding people up.
The US blacks-out communications to the world, but rumors get out that the
US gov’t is engaged in mass imprisonment and assassination of it’s own
people. The UN uses this as the basis to sanction China and Russia as it’s new
world police force and they are given the go ahead to attack, enter into, and
restore order in the US and to “save the American citizens from their corrupt
and evil leaders”. This is all a ruse to finally destroy the US and bring it’s
people to their knees once and for all. We were so unprepared and far too
busy fighting amongst ourselves to stop this invasion.
They walked right over us.
After they defeated us, they started their own propaganda news service and
told the world that they were restoring order and proper gov’t to the US, but
in actuality they restarted the red, blue, etc., list protocols and continued
assassinating and “re-educating”people so designated.
You can see why I tried to forget this dream for so many years. Steve, the
pieces continue to fall into place, and I don’t think we have much time left my
dear brother. I had my dream in December of 2003 (the 22nd and the
23rd...two nights in a row, to be precise), and since that time I have done
nothing but try to prepare for what I know (but have been so fearful of, and

have honestly tried to forget) is coming.
I was told, directly, by someone in a high place that I am on the red list. This
man offered me a position as an assassin and trainer of assassins for these
people, and when I flatly turned him down, he stated that if I knew what was
good for me and my family, and understood what was coming here I’d take
this position. Otherwise, I’ll be one of the first targets (because I’m too highly
trained, and too well-informed/knowledgeable), and my family (especially the
my female family members) can expect to be treated as the spoils of war.
Steve, though the US may fall, I KNOW which side ultimately wins, and that
none can stand before Our FATHER when HE decides that it is HIS time. But
with that being said, I’m now starting to think that it’s about time for me to
disappear brother. I pray all our brethren find their way to safety through the
Grace, Mercy and Love of our FATHER. I sincerely wish for the best for you,
Hawk, all your other friends and associates, all of your families, and as many
people as our FATHER finds it in HIS will to save.
Sincerely yours in our
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**The U.S. will be invaded and occupied for a period of six to seven months. It will
not exceed 7 months. At the end of this 6 - 7 month time period is when the Great
Warning comes. (The Warning is used by God, to stop a Third World War.) Over a
third of the United States will be occupied by a foreign force (and as much as a third
of the population may be dead). The foreign force will actually be NATO and the
United Nations. The U.N. will invade the United States as peacekeepers! The United
Nations will be a united communist force, stating that they have come into the U.S. to
liberate the Americans from an occupying force. This is their plan.
They will invade us, just as we have invaded other countries, including the former
Yugoslavian nations. We have gone in there as a peace keeping force to make them
and their own countries stop fighting. We went in there with our blue helmets and
blue berets and everybody backed off. We went there to liberate that country from it's
own occupation. This is exactly the same way that they will invade the United States.
Obviously racial wars will be an excellent opportunity for the foreign invasion to take
place.

**The United States will be involved in three foreign wars when we are invaded. We
are already involved in two wars now.

